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Abstract

Direct product theorems are formal statements of the intuition, “It
is harder to solve multiple instances of a problem than to solve a single
instance.” For this talk, the amplification of hardness will be in reducing
the probability of success for a feasible algorithm. So a direct product
result for circuits might say, “If no small circuit can compute Boolean
function f(x) with probability at least 1 − δ for a random x, then no
circuit of a slightly smaller size can compute f(x1)...f(xk) with even a
small probability of success.”

Besides average-case complexity, direct product results have been very
important in derandomization (making a somewhat hard problem into a
“pseudo-random” one) and in cryptography, where the goal is to create
problems that are reliably hard for the attacker to solve. They have also
had non-obvious applications in other areas of complexity.

While intuitive, such results are frequently non-trivial. One reason
for this is that there are other circumstances where the intuition is incor-
rect, and many instances are not proportionally harder. For example, the
above theorem fails when “small circuit” is replaced by “fast probabilis-
tic algorithm”. Another example of a setting where direct products fail
are parallel repetition for multiple round protocols and for non-verifiable
puzzles (see: BIN97, CHS05, PW07). Proofs of direct product theorems,
even for circuit complexity, are interesting in and of themselves. There
seem to be many distinct proofs, each of which generalizes in different
ways or can be emulated in other settings. Following Trevisan, different
proof techniques for direct product can be viewed as different approxi-
mate list-decoding algorithms. In this talk, we will show how different
versions of direct product theorem at least seem to require different proof
techniques.

1. As mentioned above, the strong statement of the direct product
theorem fails in uniform contexts such as probabilistic algorithms.
However, following Trevisan’s view of direct products as codes, we
can identify the reason for this: approximate unique decoding is
not possible, only list-decoding. That makes the size of the list
(equivalently, the “non-uniformity”) a parameter of direct product
theorems that can be minimized. We show how to reduce this list size
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from exponential to polynomial, thus giving an “almost uniform”
direct product theorem.

2. Cryptographic protocols use gaps between the informational and
computational abilities of legitimate users and attackers to distin-
guish the two. Thus, the greater the gap between the ability of
legitimate users to solve a type of problem and that of attackers, the
more useful the problem is. Ideally, a problem should be reliably
easy for legitimate users (in that the chance of failure for legitimate
users should be negligible) but reliably hard for attackers (in that
the chance of the attacker’s success is negligible).

Consider a challenge-response protocol, where a legitimate user should
have probability at least α of responding correctly, whereas an at-
tacker has probability at most β < α of responding correctly. One
example is a CAPTCHA challenge, where a human should have a
significantly higher chance of answering a single challenge (e.g., un-
covering a distorted letter) than an attacker. Another example would
be a zero-knowledge argument system without perfect completeness.
A natural approach to boost the gap between legitimate users and at-
tackers would be to issue many challenges, and accept if the response
is correct for more than a threshold fraction, where the threshold is
chosen between α and β. We give the first proof that parallel rep-
etition with thresholds improves the security of such protocols. We
do this with a very general result about an attackers ability to solve
a large fraction of many independent instances of a hard problem,
showing a Chernoff-like convergence of the fraction solved correctly
to the probability of failure for a single instance.

3. As mentioned above, cryptography uses direct product results to
amplify the advantage of the legitimate participants over the adver-
sary. We will briefly discuss an abstract setting of cryptographic
communication channel, and show how to use Levin’s original proof
of the direct product theorem to amplify both security and reliabil-
ity in such a general setting. Interestingly, more “modern” proofs of
direct product theorems do not seem to apply in this setting.

The above results are from two papers (FOCS 06 and CRYPTO 07)
with Ragesh Jaiswal, UCSD, and Valentine Kabanets, SFU. However, the
talk will also discuss work-in-progress that is joint with Avi Wigderson
and Bruce Kapron, respectively, as well as Ragesh and Valentine.
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